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Chapter 1 

The Hospital 

One time there was a boy with some mental and brain problems. He 
wanted to be a doctor but sometimes he got some very bad brain attacks. 
His parents threw him out of his house. He then started rooming around. 
When he grew up, unfortunately, he started killing people because of his 
brain condition.  

 

He started living in an abandoned big hospital and started slicing people's 
hands, legs, and all body parts. After one month, the psychiatrist was 
transporting the body parts, and he found one teenager on the road with a 
knife in hand. Then the doctor stopped the car and started to walk in front 
of the teenager. 

 

The teenager attacked the doctor and they started fighting each other. The 
doctor then got dizzy and he fell to the ground then the teenager picked 
him up. Then the doctor and the teenager started talking about their story.  

 

First, the doctor said his name was a doctor. D and the teenager's name - 
Jeff the killer. This is the story of jeff the killer; one time he was walking with 
his brother and some bad boys came and started fighting with jeff. His 
brother kicked the bad boys and they ran away. After some time, they 
came again with petrol and they beat up jeff and poured petrol on him and 
burned him and the bad boys ran away. The ambulance came and took 
him to the hospital.  

 

The doctor said jeff should not take out this bandage but he took it out. He 
was so scared that he went to his mother and father. When his parents saw 
him, they got so scared that they started screaming and jeff was so sad. He 
murdered his parents and his brother. He got to the mirror and made a fake 
smile with a knife on his face. "Doctor of this hospital and all the other 
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doctors and nurses were jealous of me so they blame me that I have a 
ghost inside me so they take out my all organs when I was not sleeping, 
they tortured me and thought I was dead. I killed all the doctors and 
nurses" Jeff said amusedly. 

 

He started killing the bad boys and other people and now the name of Jeff 
is Jeff the killer. Now they are friends. They transport body parts together 
for 3 - 4 months now. 

 

Doctor D started to feel some paranormal activity. Then after 1 week Jeff 
the killer and Doctor. D was going to transport body parts and they saw a 
ghost. Then the ghost said, "this is my hospital go away or I will kill you" 
Doctor. D said, "No I will not go." They started arguing and then the ghost 
started saying his story. 

 

I was the best Doctor in this whole hospital they were jealous of me so they 
locked me in the room and then they gave me a sleeping injection and then 
when I woke up, I was in the operation theatre and then they extracted my 
internal organ without giving me a sleeping injection. They tortured me and 
I died suffering the torture. Then I came back when I was a ghost then they 
called an exorcist so they can also lock me in a room. 

 

But after a long time, you came here and opened the door so now I am free 
now I am going to kill all those mean people they tortured me and now I will 
torture those people. Then when the ghost was going to kill those people, 
the ghost thought what if Doctor. D and Jeff the killer would call an exorcist 
to lock me up again? The ghost then went to kill Doctor. D and Jeff. At first, 
they were the killers but then when the ghost came their way, Doctor. D 
and Jeff the killer planned to kill or capture the ghost because the ghost 
could also kill them. The ghost then heard them and got angrier. 
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I thought; I should prank those guys and then torture them. It will be fun but 
first I will kill those meaner people. The ghost finally killed those mean 
people by finding them now when the ghost was on the way to kill Doctor. 
D and Jeff the killer. Doctor. D then heard some sound then he thought it 
was a ghost. 

 

D told Jeff the Killer that the ghost is here did they call an exorcist then Jeff 
the killer said Yes then when the exorcist arrived the Ghost felt something 
bad Then the Ghost started going fast to reach Doctor. D and Jeff the killer 
then the Ghost almost killed Doctor.  

 

D and Jeff the killer Then the exorcist started flying and captured Ghost the 
Ghost was unable to move then the ghost screamed so loud that the 
exorcist flew out from the building then when Ghost made the Doctor. D 
and jeff the killer hurt. the savage baba came (a guy who kill the ghost) and 
gave the ghost a back flip punch and kick the baba and the ghost started 
fighting the baba was powerful but then the Ghost did a scream and the 
baba fell on the ground. 

 

Then Ghost started attacking Doctor. D and Jeff the killer. When the baba 
saw that Ghost is killing Doctor. D and Jeff the killer and baba went into 
God mode and then started killing the ghost so badly the ghost started 
crying like a baby then baba gave the ghost a warning not even 

thinking of touching the Doctor. D and Jeff the killer then Doctor. D said I 
thought you were an enemy of me and Jeff the killer then baba said there is 
no enemy or friend. 

 

We all are the same but if you stop being bad you could be better it's your 
problem your brain, I can help you with that then the ghost said what 
enemy or friend what is happening between you three then the baba 
started walking close to the Ghost then the ghost said don't kill me then 
baba sat beside the Ghost and started saying the story one time there was 
their best friend. 
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The names were Gule, Bulli, and Poti by Shawn. The name is Poti by 
Shawn because Shawn goes to the washroom so much so one time a kid 
came to Gule, Bulli, and Poti by Shawn he was saying I challenged him to 
go into haunted, and then he really went into haunted hospital and now he 
is lost when Gule, Bulli and Poti by Shawn then they went in but the door 
was locked then they saw a broken window then Poti by Shawn went into 
the window and started finding the kid small brothers but was unable to find 
him then he went in and called Gule, Bulli and then they also went in and 
then started finding the kid but then Gule hear a chainsaw sound from the 
operation theater. 

 

Then he peaked in then saw a doctor then the doctor saw Gule and then 
Gule got scared and then started shouting at Bulli and then when Bulli saw 
it he also got scared and then Poti by Shawn came he ran like a very 
scared person then Gule and Bulli also started running then they hide in a 
dead body room and they saw the lost kid they started to find a way to 
outside the hospital. then they saw the mental Doctor. D 

 

They started to run to the main gate and then they saw that the main gate 
was blocked by a very heavy object then they panicked and then there 
comes John Cena, I mean the Baba. Then the baba gave Doctor. D a back 
flip slap, Doctor. D fell on the ground so hard. 

 

After four days they realized that there were some other people in the 
home they searched properly and then put some traps there home then at 
1:23 they found someone screaming when they went to check who was 
screaming it was the mental Doctor. D and Jeff the Killer were stuck in the 
trap Bulli, Gule, and, Poti by Shawn said we thought that you two were 
dead but how are you still alive then Doctor? D! 

 

Said we were almost drowned but someone came and saved our life and it 
was a guy with no head but still alive and he was also holding a chainsaw 
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at first they got scared but after giving some medicines they were not 
scared of him they when they were fully recovered they went back finding 
Gule, Bulli, and Poti by Shawn but they also need to find somewhere they 
can live in so they found another haunted type of hospital they also were 
finding Gule, Bulli and Poti by Shawn and were living in there and doing 
their work than they knew that Gule, Bulli and Poti by Shawn were living 
here they went there and then they noticed the routine day then after 4 
days they tried to break in but the trap stuck them there(story 
continuing…….).So, you were trying to kill us three no way Gule said. 

 

Let me call the Baba Doctor. D said no please do not call baba please do 
not know we will not try to kill you please then Bulli said OK but now if I see 
you even around, I will call baba ok let us go free then we will not come 
back. Poti by Shawn said OK I will let you go free bye and do not come 
back again or else you knew what will happen then, Doctor. D and Jeff the 
killer went running and never came back but Gule and Bulli came back and 
then all things happened.  
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Chapter 2 

The chopped head 

 

The time is 8:20 Poti by Shawn said to Bulli that this store close at 11:00 
and I also gave 500rs to the game store owner but now the shop is not 
opening I think the owner scammed me then Bulli said let's go for eating 
something then Poti by Shawn said do you even known how does it feel the 
loss of 500rs then Poti by Shawn said let's go to baba instead then Bulli 
said why are you wasting the time of baba he will capture you in a room 
and then beat you up for the only loss of 500rs but still Poti by Shawn sat 
on the driver seat and started driving to baba while Poti by Shawn went to 
baba while farting and he also needs to be careful of petrol because fart + 
petrol = Boom. 

 

Then when they were there at baba's home, baba asked what they were 
doing there in that heavy rain I think you have made another big misstate 
then Gule said no baba it is just Poti by Shawn wants to say something to 
you then Poti by Shawn said baba I gave 500rs to the game store owner 
but now I am unable to find him and then baba said to Gule that find him 
and then tell him to give 500rs back to Poti by Shawn or it will be not good 
for him.  

 

Then Gule said he has not run away taking his money just the shop is 
closed for a long time when the shop opens, I will tell the owner to give his 
money back then the uncle who was sitting next to baba said the game 
store owner was dead like 4 days ago police find his body at the forest then 
Gule and Poti by Shawn got scared specially Poti by Shawn said how he is 
dead I just met him a few days ago now what will happen to my money. 

 

Gule said are you mad he is dead there and you are scared about your 
money. Gule asked who was sitting next to baba. that who killed the shop 
owner did he have any enemy or what that uncle said to sit there I will tell 
you everything. 
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My name is Zandu, uncle, he said to go to your house as fast as possible 
because it is not safe to be outside at midnight Zandu’s uncle said who 
came back to kill everybody he has killed the game store owner and also 
more five people then Gule asked who has come back to kill everybody 
Zandu uncle said that tree cutter person that has died 15 days ago he was 
there to cut trees but at the way home there some bad boys there then they 
started beating up the tree cutting person. 

 

He died then the bad boys took his chainsaw and chopped his head off and 
then some people have seen a person without a head and all the people 
are dead all their heads were chopped off so now Zandu’s uncle also 
started believing the chopped head person the cooped head person story 
was very scary so Poti by Shawn came close to Gule then Poti by Shawn 
said if it is too dangerous to Rome around at night why are you here at 
night then baba said that he does the job of cutting wood and then sold it 
but today it is too late so he came here. 

 

Then said you come with me at home and live with me a whole day to 
check if the chopped person is real or fake then Gule and Poti by Shawn 
got happy and said it is true baba you go to Zandu’s uncle’s house and we 
will also come with you then Baba said I cannot do that because I am going 
to Afghanistan for ten days I have a flight at 2:00 morning Afghanistan is 
not so going good these days so I cannot come then Zandu uncle said 
what will happen here the chopped head person will kill someone else. 

 

Baba said there they are they will help you but they are kids how will they 
help then baba said these are not kids these are jungles very dangerous 
baba said you two go drop Zandu’s uncle and if the chopped head person 
comes to leave Zandu uncle there and run away do not risk your life for this 
ok go now.  
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Baba also went inside the home Zandu's uncle said thank you to Gule and 
Poti by Shawn and when the bike went at full speed Zandu's uncle fell into 
a pond Gule went and then Zandu's uncle shouted wait I am here I fell from 
the bike thankfully Gule heard Zandu uncle and then they came back and 
then took him after some time they were there at the forest Zandu uncle 
home did not have any good road so they have taken the bad road then 
Gule felt that someone came under the bike then he noticed there is a hole 
in the tire.  

 

Zandu’s uncle said I am so scared to leave your bike here and let's go. 
Then Gule said yes, it is a good idea but I cannot leave my bike here I will 
take my bike with me. Then Poti by Shawn said shut up your mouth then 
said can you hear somethinZandu’sdu uncle said I can only hear the rain 
then Gule said no uncle I can also hear something else and the rain Gule 
said the sound is like some machine I think it is a factory then Zandu uncle 
said there is no factory nearby it is the sound is of a chainsaw machine so I 
think we cannot go forward I think it is the chopped head guy. 

 

Gule and Zandu’s uncle were talking when Poti by Shawn stood up and 
then said that the machine noise is coming from there. Gule said yes 
Shawn the voice getting more and closer then Gule said I am going to 
check if the chopped head guy is coming or not because of the dark Gule 
was not able to see the chopped head guy properly he was going closer to 
see when he saw him he was so scared he has not seen a guy with no 
head he started to hide Behind the tree and the chopped head guy started 
moving his chainsaw around and around and then after that now Gule 
know that he cannot see or hear then Gule started running when Zandu 
uncle and Poti by Shawn saw that Gule is scared and running they also got 
scared. Poti by Shawn said why are you so scared did you see the 
chopped head then Gule replied yes, I saw him his head is chopped off and 
there is blood coming out if you what to see him you go see him but after 
seeing him you cannot sleep in the night and then Poti by Shawn said if it is 
like that, we should go we do not have so much time. 
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Poti by Shawn told me to see someone coming forward at us after seeing 
the chopped head guy Poti by Shawn and Zandu’s uncle started running 
after seeing them running Gule also started running and then running 
saving there like they run so fast and then after some time of running there 
was no problem with Gule and Poti by Shawn but Zandu uncle fell then 
very fast Poti by Shawn and Gule picked Zandu uncle and then Gule said 
you should rest for some time Poti by Shawn said no we should start 
running Zandu uncle said yes Poti by Shawn is saying the right thing. you 
cannot risk your life for me you go outside of the forest as fast as possible 
now I have no power to run now go Gule said to Poti by Shawn that you go 
stand up there and then when the chopped Guy comes you tell me until 
Zandu uncle will take some rest  

 

Zandu’s uncle said I will die today I am sure then Gule said nothing will 
happen to you it is our responsibility to get to your home but I think it is true 
that Zandu’s uncle said the chopped head is coming too close Poti by 
Shawn saw the chopped head guy and then went to alert Gule and then 
Gule and those Guys started running but Zandu uncle was unable to run he 
was walking at normal walking speed Gule also said to run but he was 
unable to run he tried to rest at one place but when he heard the chainsaw 
noise he forgot his tiredness and started running very fast after some they 
went some unknown place with only one house.  

 

Gule said to Zandu’s uncle, “there you go your house is here” then Zandu’s 
uncle said this is not my house it is someone else's my house is still far 
away. Then Gule said to Zandu uncle you are tired we should live this night 
in this house. When Gule reached to door, he knocked on the door. After 
knocking a few times, no one answered at that time he knew that there is 
no one at this house, maybe because of fear of the hopped head guy they 
shifted to some other place.  

 

Zandu’s uncle said Gule you are right because so many people have left 
their house use of the chopped head guy. Zandu’s uncle said it is not 
possible for us to into the house and we need to find some other place to 
hide. Then Zandu’s uncle moved on and after some time he found a place 
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to hide. The door was already open. Zandu’s uncle immediately called Gule 
and Poti by one. They both went near Zandu’s uncle and asked why you 
are screaming. If the chopped head hears your voice, he will offer Zandu 
uncle said that we have a place to hide but let me first go and check the 
place.  

 

Gule said it is ok to go and check. In the meantime, we find something to 
fight with the chopped head guy. Gule told P by Shawn, let's go and make 
a weapon to fight. Gule said go and get the stone and I will get the wood 
stick. Poti by Shawn said that it will not work but since you are saying, I will 
go and bring it. When Gule went to find the stick, he found an Axe and 
immediately called Poti by Shawn to come back but Poti Shawn heard 
something else and ignored Gule. Poti by Shawn told Gule to hide as he 
heard the loud noise of Chainsaw or will die. Gule and Poti by Shawn hid in 
separate places. 

When the chopped head guy came, Gule pushed him from behind and the 
chopped head guy fell on the axe, and then they ran away. 
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Chapter 3 

The Ice-Cream Truck 

When Gule and Bule read the newspaper, they became very sad and did 
not understand what is going on. Small kids were disappearing from Gule's 
area. Don't know who is the enemy of small kids and who wants revenge 
from these small kids?" Gule and Bule knew some of the kids from the 
beginning and identified them in the newspaper as Chunni Munniunni.  

 

Gule and Bule tried calling Poti through Shawn in the morning but he is not 
picking up the phone. Bule thinks there is something wrong and tells Gule 
to visit Poti by Shawn's house immediately. They went near the scooter 
and Bule started the scooter. They went to Poti by Shawn's house. 

 

Poti by Shawn's house is very far and it took one hour to reach his house. 
When they reached his house, the roads were empty and silent. They 
thought that people are not coming to their houses due to the snapper. As 
soon as they reached Poti by Shawn's house, they saw shocked that Poti 
by Shawn is there and is ok. Poti by Shawn was cleaning his car. Poti by 
Shawn forgot Gule & Bule since he has bought a new car.  

 

Gule and Bule slowly walked towards him and slapped him on his head one 
by one. Poti by Shawn looked around but no one was there. Then he saw 
the scooter of Gule & Bule and started thinking how the scooter came over 
here. Poti by Shawn saw Gule hiding and ran after him, jumped on him, 
and slapped his head a few times.  

 

After some time, they became serious. Gule asked Poti by Shawn why he 
is not picking up the phone from last night. After a long discussion, Poti y 
Shawn remembered that he kept his phone on silent while playing the 
game last night.  
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Gule and Bule explained to him that there is a kidnapper who is kidnapping 
small kids and they got worried since Poti by Shawn was not picking up his 
phone. They also told him that one small kid near his house got kidnapped. 
Poti by Shawn mentioned that the kid’s house is just opposite his house 
and after the incident, many people left their house.  

 

Suddenly, one ice cream truck came and stopped after Poti by Shawn's 
house. Gule went to get ice cream for Bule and Poti by Shawn but Bule 
stopped him saying that none of us have stopped that ice cream truck and 
stopped by itself. Gule asked Poti by Shawn do you know this ice cream 
man? Poti by Shawn said that he doesn't know this person and seeing him 
for the first time. Ice-cream man started waving his hand towards them and 
told them his name is Rod. Rod said if you buy one ice cream, he will give 
you the second ice cream for free.  

 

Bule said to Poti by Shawn that we should get back to your house as Rod 
looks suspicious. They went inside without answering Rod. They all went to 
Poti by Shawn's room and started making a plan for capturing the 
kidnapper. We all will stand on different roads so that when the kidnapper 
comes after anyone, they will scream but Gule does not like his idea saying 
we will never know who got kidnapped.  

 

Gule said, if we stay together, kidnapped will never come near us. Gule 
said, only one from our side will stand on the road and the other two will 
watch him. As soon as the kidnapper comes, we will catch him together. 
They planned for the whole day for catching the kidnapper. Poti by Shawn 
opened his window for going out and saw someone running but it was dark. 
Poti by Shawn waited for someone looking outside the window then he 
went inside his room. He does not know that the kidnapper is keeping his 
eyes on them. 

 

They were discussing that person. Maybe a thief as so many houses were 
closed in the area. Gule told Poti Shawn to lock all the doors and windows. 
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They started playing the game on the computer one by one till midnight and 
went to sleep.  

 

Suddenly, the voice started coming from the window like someone is trying 
to open the window. Poti by Shawn woke up by the noise and saw that 
someone is trying to enter the house. Poti by Shawn opened the window 
when the noise stopped and saw rope tied to the window for climbing. Now, 
he got confident that someone was trying to enter the house through the 
window. He ran down to see but there was not only the rope there.  

 

Ice cream came to his house again and stopped there. Poti by Shawn got 
scared and started running inside the house but Rod called him and told 
him that all the ice cream is sold out and only 1 ice cream is left. Why don't 
you come and take the ice cream for free? As soon as Poti by Shawn went 
to get ice cream, Rod grabbed him and converted Poti by Shawn into ice. 
Rod picked up him and took him in his van. Will Poti by Shawn ever come 
back? 

 

It was morning time now and Gule woke up. He thought maybe Poti by 
Shawn is downstairs doing his homework. He tried opening the room door 
but the door was locked from the outside. Gule went to Bule and woke him 
up. They were thinking how come the window is open as they locked it 
before going to sleep. Bule said first we need to find a way to go outside 
the house. They used the rope tied to the window for going out of the 
house but Bule fell. Gule helped Bule get up.  

 

When they came in front of the house, they saw that the main door of the 
house is open and they knew that the Poti by Shawn is missing. They 
thought, the kidnapper, came into the house through the window and 
kidnapped Poti by Shawn. Gule and Bule went to print the missing poster of 
Poti by Shawn which they pasted on their way back.  
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Again, the ice cream van came and Bule identified it from yesterday. Van 
stopped near Bule and offered ice cream but Bule refused. Rod offered his 
help in finding the Poti Shawn. Rod told Bule to come along with him but 
Gule refused. Gule said if you want to help, take us both with you. Rod said 
there is not enough space in my van and he left.  

 

It was nighttime. Gule was alone. Rod suddenly came to him so Gule ran 
away from him. Now, Gule came to know that the kidnapper who kidnaps 
small kids is and. Rod found Gule and was about to freeze him but Gule 
pushed him and Rod fell away from him. Rod catches him and freezes him. 

 

Bule started looking for Gule as he has not come back to the house yet. He 
was looking outside the window but did not see anyone. Bule was 
screaming Gule's name but Gule is not there. This has never happened as 
Gule always comes when the Bule calls. Gule saw the ice cream van. Rod 
was doing something but when closed the van door. Rod was on his way to 
kidnap Gule and climbed through a window inside the house. Gule went to 
check Rod's van. Rod saw Gule searching his van. Gule was trying to take 
Bule out of the van. Rod ran to the van to stop Gule but when Rod reached 
the van, it was empty. Gule followed the van when it left. 

 

Gule followed Rod to his secret hideout and found out Rod was giving 
injections to small kids who then converts into Ice-Cream men. He saw that 
the Poti by Shawn is now the ice cream man and chasing him. Gule found 
Bule but he is locked up in the van. Poti by Shawn tried opening the cage 
where the Bule is locked up but he did not succeed. Gule told Paul through 
Shawn that Rod has injected him and converted him into the ice cream 
man 

 

Suddenly Bule came out of the cage and grabbed Pati by Shawn but Poti 
Shawn pushed him and forced him to eat poisonous ice cream. Gule came 
and hit Paul Shawn with a rock. They took him to Baba so that Poti by 
Shawn can become normal but Poti by Shawn jumped out of the van. Poti 
by Shawn ran to Rod to tell him that Gule & Bule beat him up and took the 
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van. They even wanted to take Poty Shawn with them but he escaped and 
came to Rod. Rod angrily gave him another poisonous injection which will 
kill him in the next three hours.  

 

Gule and Bule reached Baba. Baba was doing the exercise which is the 
secret of his healthiness. Baba saw an Ice-cream van coming to his place. 
He saw Gule and Bule coming out of the van but Poti by Shawn was not 
with them and asked why he was tense. Gule and Bule explained that Rod 
has kidnapped lots of kids and given them poisonous injections which killed 
them. Baba, Gule and Bule went to find Rod in ice-cream van.  

Rod was trying to wake up Poti by Shawn when Baba, Gule & Bule 
reached his place. Baba went inside the store and started fighting with Rod. 
Rod somehow tried to escape but Baba came in extreme mode and chased 
him down. Baba caught Rod and sphered him and asked how you can kill 
so many kids. Rod showed the anti-virus to Baba and told him that he will 
not give the anti-virus to him. Baba took Rod and jumped off the roof of the 
building and Rod died. Then Baba took the anti-virus and gave the same to 
Poti by Shawn.  
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Chapter 4 

The Evil Nun 

 

Poti by Shawn came to Gule & Bule's house for playing computer games. 
Poti by Shawn was supposed to go back to his house by 08:00 PM but the 
weather got bad and started raining. Poti by Shawn is waiting for the rain to 
stop but it was not stopping. Poti by Shawn decided to go back to his house 
through Jungle way which will take him 30 minutes to reach his home as it 
is raining less.  

 

Gule told Poti by Shawn that the jungle way is not good when the dark is 
there due to the evil church in the jungle and suggested he stay overnight 
and go back to his home tomorrow. Gule told Poti by Shawn that there is 
an evil nun who kills the passerby with a hammer but Poti by Shawn told 
Gule that the Evil nun has died long back. Gule agreed and told Paul to 
take the roadway back home.  

 

Poti by Shawn was on his way home but the rain started heavily and got 
confused if he should take the roadway or the jungle way. He took the 
jungle way but he never used it this way. After some time, Poti by Shawn 
heard some noise and took out his torch to look around but no one was 
there. Suddenly, the scooter fell and it was not starting so he decided to 
stay in the jungle for the night and started finding shelter.  

 

After some time, Poti by Shawn found the church for shelter but the view of 
the church was scary. The door of the church was locked in such a way 
that no one can enter the church. Poti by Shawn got scared and started 
finding some other place for shelter. On his way, he heard the sound of 
someone walking and found an old well. Sounds were coming from the old 
well. He was trying to see in the well with a torch but he did not see 
anything. Suddenly, the sound stopped so Poti by Shawn started going 
down into the well to search but he did not find anything. Poti by Shawn 
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started climbing out of the well but someone else also came out of the well 
behind him. Poti by Shawn has decided to stay in the church.  

 

Poti by Shawn slept on the church stairs. Suddenly, lightning struck. The 
lights of the church went off the and cross on the church was now upside 
down. Poti by Shawn saw the evil nun coming near the church with a 
lantern. This is the first time he has seen the Evil nun and he hid. He was 
waiting for the Evil nun to enter the church so that he can run away from 
the church.  

 

But no one knows what happened but Poti by Shawn started going into the 
church. He was looking for the Evil nun and found a basement. He went 
inside the basement through the old wooden ladder and found an Evil nun 
praying in front him of upside-down. He saw the hammer near the Evil nun 
and thought of hiding that hammer but it was heavy so he dragged the 
hammer away from the Evil nun. Evil nun heard the sound and saw Poti by 
Shawn. Poti by Shawn left the hammer and ran out of the basement. He 
closed the basement door and was trying so that the Evil nun does not 
come out of the basement the but Evil nun came out. Evil nun is looking for 
the Poti by Shawn in the Jungle.  

 

Poti by Shawn is finding a way to get out of the jungle at the earliest but his 
scooter is not working. He started dragging the scooter but the Evil nun ran 
after Poti by Shawn. The evil nun successfully started the scooter and 
chased him. Poti by Shawn found a roadway and started running but an 
evil nun a on scooter caught him and hit his head with the hammer. 

 

Poti by Shawn was unable to move but after some time, he woke up and 
started running again. The evil nun caught Poti by Shawn again and hit his 
head with the hammer again and again. Blood started coming out of the 
Poti by Shawn's head and he fainted. Suddenly, an ice cream van came 
and Rod came out of the van and hit his head with the metal Rod again and 
again. Poti by Shawn stopped moving and Rod dragged him away.  
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Gule & Bule tried calling Poti through Shawn but no answer. They took their 
car and went to find the Poti by Shawn in Jungle. Rod was tied up by 
Shawn on a tree and was beaten by a metal road as revenge. Gule and 
Bule found the scooter and ice cream man.  

 

They went to search for the ice cream van. Immediately, Rod threw away 
his metal road and ran towards Gule & Bule. Rod told Gule & Bule that he 
is not hear to fight after what happened last time with him. They discussed 
for some time and they took their way. Rod took the ice cream van into the 
jungle and Gule & Bule followed him.  

 

Rod stopped the van somewhere in the jungle. Gule & Bule slowly moved 
towards the van and saw Rod talking with someone. They went back to the 
road and blocked the road so that Rod cannot pass. Rod came and 
stopped at the block. Rod told Gule & Bule that he doesn't want to fight with 
them. Bule told Rod that he wants to check the van. Rod told Bule to move 
aside so that he can park as he has found the Poti by Shawn in the jungle 
and will hand him over. When rod opened the back door of the can an Evil 
nun came out and ran after them. 

 

They tried running but the Evil nun caught them and hit them in the head. 
Now, they have seen the Poti by Shawn. Bule went near him and tried 
waking him up but he was not waking him up. They untied Poti by Shawn. 
Immediately, Rod and Evil Nun ran towards Gule & Bule and hit them 
again. Gule is fighting Rod and Bule is fighting the Evil nun.  

Poti by Shawn woke up and found that Rod is lying beside him 
unconscious and moved away. Gule & Bule fight with the Evil Nun together. 
In the meantime, Poti by Shawn walked towards the scooter and saw Gule 
& Bule's car. He knew that Gule & Bule is nearby and looking for them. Rod 
woke up and slowly walked towards Poti by Shawn to catch him but Poti by 
Shawn saw him. Poti by Shawn immediately took the scooter and ran 
away.  
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After beating up the Evil Nun, Gule & Bule went looking for the Poti by 
Shawn but Rod and Evil Nun gathered and started beating Gule & Bule. 
The evil nun took Gule away and Rod hit Bule with a metal road and 
freezes him. 

 

An evil Nun called Rod. They both lifted Gule and took him to Church. Poti 
by Shawn is on his way to call Baba for help. Baba as usual was doing the 
exercise to stay fit. Poti by Shawn explained everything that had happened 
in the jungle. Baba told Poti Shawn to wait till he brings the medicine for 
him. Poti by Shawn got better.  

 

Baba took Poti by Shawn and went to the jungle for finding Gule & Bule. 
Rod and Evil Nun is trying to cook Gule for eating. Rod went to get the 
ketchup. Baba & Poti by Shawn found Bule on the road and unfreezes him. 
They saw Rod coming towards them so baba told Bule that they will hide. 
When Rod comes near you, I will come and beat him, Rod saw Baba and 
Baba sphered him. Baba beat him and warned him not to come near Gule, 
Bule, and Poti Shawn.  

 

In the meantime, Evil Nun came running towards Baba and hit him on the 
head with a hammer. Blue & Poti by Shawn hit Evil Nun as revenge for 
what Evil nun did to Baba. Baba came in extreme mode and came near 
Evil Nun and beat her up. Evil Nun fainted and Rod ran away. 

 

They all went together and found Gule. They release Gule and went back 
to their houses.  
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Chapter 5 

Killer Pig 

 

Bule started working in a Pizza shop as a delivery boy a few days back. He 
works from morning 10:00 AM to 10:00 PM. Bule just completed the last 
delivery of his shift and came back to the shop. As soon as his boss saw 
him, he started screaming at him that you are 30 minutes late and he 
needs to deliver all the pizzas on time otherwise money will be deducted 
from his salary. Now, pick up these pizzas immediately and deliver them. 
Bule said I have just completed the last delivery of my shift and I am going 
home now. Boss said this order is of before 10:00 PM and he needs to 
deliver it. Boss said if he wants to work here, Bule needs to listen to him 
otherwise you take your final payment and leave the job.  

 

Bule had no other option but to deliver the pizza. He took the pizzas and 
went for the delivery. Suddenly, someone called Bule from behind, it was 
Poti by Shawn who has come to pick up Bule as his shift gets finished at 
10:00 PM. Bule said the boss has told me to deliver these pizzas or he will 
fire me from the job. Bule told Poti by Shawn that let us deliver these pizzas 
and then we will go home.  

 

Bule and Poti by Shawn are on their way to deliver pizzas. Poti by Shawn 
told Bule that please tell his boss to give him a job as well. But Bule said 
my boss is not good and Bule is thinking of leaving the job as well. Poti by 
Shawn said where ever you work next, I will also work with you.  

 

On their way, there is a bridge from where they had to pass. When they 
reached the bridge, Bule heard some screams and stopped the scooter. 
Poti by Shawn got off the scooter and asked Bule why you have stopped 
the scooter.? Shawn said, there is no one nearby so where you will deliver 
these pizzas??? Bule said he has heard the scream and needed to go and 
check it out. Bule turned off the scooter and slowly started walking towards 
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the bridge. Poti by Shawn told Bule not to go there as he fears something. 
It was very dark as someone turned off the lights under the bridge.  

 

Bule asked Poti Shawn if he had a torch so that Bule can see what is going 
on. Poti by Shawn took out his torch and turned it on. Bule told Poti by 
Shawn to use the torch in that direction and he did. They saw someone 
beating someone with a nailed stick. The person turned and Bule told Poti 
by Shawn to turn off the torch immediately otherwise he will see us.  

 

That person walked towards them so they hid. It was Killer Pig. When the 
killer pig went near the scooter, both of them jumped and ran away. While 
running, Poti by Shawn stopped and saw blood covered bag. Bule stopped 
and turned. He saw Poti by Shawn is left behind. Bule told Poti Shawn are 
you crazy?? Why you have stopped?? Poti by Shawn told Bule that Killer 
Pig tied someone in the bag and killed him. Poti by Shawn told Bule, let us 
go home but Bule said it was not possible to go home and we need to find 
some other place to stay. We will go back home in the morning.  

 

After walking for some time, they came across a big house. The lights were 
on so they thought someone is living in that house. Poti by Shawn told Bule 
that we will be safe if we find shelter in that house. Bule said I don't know if 
they will allow strangers to stay in his house. Bule and Poti by Shawn 
started walking towards the house. Poti by Shawn told Bule that we are 
going to die tonight as we don't have any weapon to fight Killer Pig. Bule 
started knocking on the door but no one opened the door. Bule told Poti by 
Shawn that I don't think that they will open the door this late at night and 
that we need to find some other place. When they started walking, the door 
of the house opened and it was a man. A man told them why are you 
knocking on the door this late??  

 

Blue introduced himself. My name is Bule. I am a pizza delivery guy. We 
need your help. Bule also mentioned what happened under the bridge. We 
saw the killer pig putting someone in the bag and killing him by beating him 
with a nailed stick. That person said I don't want to listen to you. I was 
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sitting on my sofa and watching the Titanic movie. The ship was about the 
get hit. That person told them to go away and closed the door. Poti by 
Shawn got upset and begged for his help. Bule said to leave it, that person 
will not help us. Let us find some other place. They started walking again. 

 

Poti by Shawn told Bule that Killer Pig will find us and kill us if we are 
roaming like this. Bule said Killer Pig will not be able to harm us. Suddenly, 
they heard some noise and ran towards the back of the house to hide but 
there is no place to hide. Poti by Shawn found a stick to fight with the Killer 
Pig. While walking away, Bule saw the garage of the house and tried 
opening the garage door. It was open. Bule told Poti by Shawn that we will 
hide in the garage for the night.  

 

They were hiding in the garage for some time. Someone came and opened 
the garage door. It was Killer Pig. When the killer pig tried coming near to 
them, Bule hit Killer Pig in the face with the stick. Killer Pig backed down 
and Poti by Shawn immediately closed the garage door. Killer Pig tried 
opening the door but it is not opening as Bule & Poti by Shawn held the 
door tightly. Killer Pig was trying to break the door but due to the noise, the 
house owner came out of the house.  

Killer Pig saw him and came to kill him. That person told Killer Pig to leave 
immediately but Killer Pig hit him very hard. Killer Pig was hitting him again 
and again with the nailed stick and killed him. Upon finding the opportunity, 
Gule & Poti by Shawn ran and hid behind the car but Killer Pig saw them. 
Killer Pig went towards the garage and opened the door but did not find 
anyone. Blue slowly moved towards Killer Pig with the stick. They locked 
the Killer Pig inside the garage. Bule told Poti Shawn to find some big rocks 
to block the garage door.  

 

Killer Pig managed to open the garage door and hit Bule on the head with 
the nailed stick. Poti by Shawn saw this and hid. In the meantime, Gule at 
home is waiting for the Bule and Poti by Shawn. After waiting for a long 
time, Gule thought that maybe Bule & Poti by Shawn is in trouble and Bule 
took his car and went for searching them.  
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Gule reached the pizza shop to find them but it was all silent. Gule went 
inside the store and show the Bule's Boss. Gule asked Boss where is 
Bule?? Even asked if I had sent Poti by Shawn to find my brother but none 
of them returned. Boss told Gule that his brother is not at all sincere and 
does not do good work. Gule said my brother is very sincere and very hard 
working. Gule walked away and took the car to find the Bule & Poti by 
Shawn. After some time Gule reaches the bridge and saw the scooter. He 
went on looking for the Bule & Poti by Shawn. 

 

Killer Pig thought that maybe they hid in the house and went inside. But 
they were hiding outside the house. Poti by Shawn was trying to wake up 
Bule but Killer Pig is coming out of the house. Poti by Shawn left fainted 
Bule and hid. Killer Pig saw Bule and thought that if he is there, Poti by 
Shawn is also here nearby, Killer Pig saw Poti by Shawn and went towards 
him. At the same moment, Bule woke up and saw Killer Pig going towards 
Poti by Shaw. Bule kicked Killer Pig and started beating him up as he 
hitting Bule on the head. In the meantime, Gule came in his car and found 
Bule & Poti by Shawn, Gule saw fainted Killer Pig and lifted him, and put 
him in his car to take to Baba. But Killer Pig woke up and hit Gule on the 
head. Killer Pig started running away from them but they all surrounded 
Killer Pig. There is no way for Killer Pig to escape. They all beat him up so 
badly that Killer Pig will never think of doing any harm to any other. 
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Chapter 6 

Mr. Meat 

 

Poti by Shawn was on his way to play computer games with Gule & Bule. 
He has also brought cold drinks with him. He reached their house and 
parked his scooter. Someone called Poti by Shawn from behind. It was a 
person with a big mustache. He walked towards Poti by Shawn and 
introduced him as Uncle John. Uncle John is a neighbor of Gule & Bule. 
Uncle John is asking for the address of Baba but Poti by Shawn replied that 
I can share his address with you but you will not be at home as he has 
gone to Afghanistan. Poti by Shawn took Uncle John into the house to take 
the help of Gule & Bule. 

 

Blue is doing some work in the kitchen and Gule is playing games on the 
computer. Poti by Shawn knocked on the door and Bule opened. Poti by 
Shawn called Uncle John in and Bule told Uncle John to sit. Bule asked 
Uncle John what work do you have with Baba?? Uncle John replied I am 
tired of Mr. Meat who sells pig meat and nearby there is a pig farm of Uncle 
John. Uncle John said, yesterday Mr. Meat came to me and asked for 
some pigs and Mr. Meat said to pay for them a letter but Uncle John denied 
it. Mr. Meat told Uncle John to send 10 pigs to his place and he will make 
the payment over there. Today morning, Uncle John sent a truck with 10 
pigs to Mr. Meat but till now Driver & Truck has not returned.  

 

Uncle John thinks that maybe the driver had asked for money from Mr. 
Meat and Mr. Meat had kidnapped the driver. Bule said Baba, is not there. 
Please find someone else for your help. Uncle John said I talked with many 
people by no one is ready to fight Mr. Meat. Gule asked Poti by Shawn to 
bring the cold drink in the glass but Poti by Shawn said first let Uncle John 
go. Gule told Poti by Shawn to go to the shop and buy some snacks and 
Poti by Shawn left. 

Gule & Bule started talking with Uncle John. Uncle John was in tension that 
Mr. Meat will kill him and fainted. Gule & Bule decided to go and meet Mr. 
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Meat. In the meantime, Poti by Shawn returned back but without snacks as 
the shop was closed. Poti by Shawn took the car out for going to meet Mr. 
Meat. They all went together. 

 

When they entered the area of Mr. Meat, it was very silent and scary. There 
was nothing nearby. Uncle John told Poti by Shawn to stop the car as they 
reached the house of Mr. Meat. They all got off the car and went towards 
Mr. Meat's house. Uncle John pointed at Mr. Meat. Mr. Meat was cutting 
the pigs into small pieces. They all got scared. Uncle John said I told you 
before that it is not easy to fight Mr. Meat.  

 

Bule told Uncle John that if we don't do anything, we can never find 
Drivers, Trucks, and Pigs. Gule said, let us do one thing, one of us meets 
Mr. Meat as a customer and others try to enter his house. Gule and Poti by 
Shawn walked towards Mr. Meat and Bule & Uncle John were watching 
them from behind. Mr. Meat sees Gule & Poti by Shawn and stopped his 
work. Gule asked for 1 KG of meat from Mr. Meat but Mr. Meat said, the 
minimum he can give is 5 KG. After some time, Mr. Meat grabbed Poti by 
Shawn and asked you eat Chicken & Mutton, why have you come here??? 

 

Gule requested Mr. Meat let go of Poti through Shawn and promised not to 
come back but Mr. Meat denied leaving Poti through Shawn. Mr. Meat also 
warned Gule that he should not try to run otherwise he will chop off the 
head of Poti by Shawn. Blue & Uncle John is watching everything while 
hiding. Uncle John said to Bule that Mr. Meat is a very clever person and 
maybe Gule & Poti by Shawn said something by mistake.  

 

Gule was trying to convince Mr. Meat to let go of Poti Shawn but Mr. Meat 
lifted Poti by Shawn on his shoulder and started moving. Mr. Meat also 
signaled Gule to start following him. Mr. Meat told Gule to open the door 
house but Gule does not want to go inside as he knows if he goes inside, 
he will not come back. Guy opened the door and started running away. Mr. 
Meat put Poti by Shawn inside the house and started chasing Gule. When 
Bule sees Mr. Meat going away from the house, he moves towards the 
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house. Poti by Shawn opened the door as it was not locked and came out 
before Bule reaches the house to save him.  

 

Uncle John also ran when he saw Bule & Poti by Shawn running. Bule told 
Uncle John that Mr. Meat is not in the house and has 2 options. 1 – You 
can go to your house and sleep and 2 – You can go into Mr. Meat's house 
and search for Driver. Uncle John and Poti by Shawn decided to go in the 
house and search for Driver and alive pigs and Bule decided to go after Mr. 
Meat to save Gule. 

 

Uncle John and Poti by Shawn moved towards Truck and started loading 
the 1 Pig nearby. Uncle John told Poti Shawn to find other pigs and bring 
them one by one. Poti by Shawn found another 2 pigs and took 1 pig to 
load in the truck. Poti by Shawn told Uncle John that only 1 more pig is left 
and he will quickly bring it but Uncle John said I sent him 10 pigs out of 
which he killed 2, now 8 should be alive. Poti by Shawn told Uncle John not 
to be greedy and take another pig and go from there. Poti by Shawn went 
to get another pig and heard the noise coming from the wood cabin. He 
went closer and heard the noise again. He got sure that Mr. Meat has 
kidnapped someone and kept them there. Poti by Shawn ran back to Uncle 
John to tell him. 

 

Poti by Shawn told Uncle John that maybe Mr. Meat has kept the driver 
inside the cabin. Uncle John and Poti by Shawn went to the cabin but 
Uncle John said it is not his driver from the noise. Poti by Shawn thinks 
then who is he??? 

 

Uncle John told Poti Shawn to leave that person and let us go from there 
but Poti by Shawn does not want to leave that person behind. Uncle John 
told Poti by Shawn that he is leaving. The knocking started again from the 
cabin. Poti by Shawn asked the person inside that who is he but he replied 
I know you, Gule & Bule but I will not tell you who am I? If I tell you who I 
am, you will leave me here and Mr. Meat will kill me. Poti by Shawn started 
leaving. The person inside immediately told Poti Shawn to stop and 
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showed him something from which he can remember that person. Poti by 
Shawn took some time to remember that person and found that he is Killer 
Pig who tried to kill Gule & Bule some time.  

 

Killer Pig tried to convince Poti by Shawn that he is not his enemy. He is 
the enemy of Gule & Bule and will not harm him and help him to find Gule 
& Bule. Uncle John called Poti by Shawn to hurry up and told him that he 
will drop him at his house. Poti by Shawn said I know the person inside the 
cabin and I want to free him. Then we all can go and find Gule & Bule but 
Uncle John said he will not go anywhere besides his house and Uncle John 
left. It was hard for Poti by Shawn to trust Killer Pig but he had no other 
option but to free him to find Gule & Bule. Poti by Shawn told Killer Pig that 
now that you are free, you need to come with him and find Gule & Bule. 
Killer Pig thanked Poti by Shawn. They both went together to find Gule & 
Bule.  

 

Killer Pig told that if Mr. Meat have caught Gule & Bule, he knows where he 
took them. Killer Pig took Poti by Shawn to see the place where Mr. Meat 
could have kept Gule & Bule. Killer Pig and Poti by Shawn have reached 
the second house of Mr. Meat. Killer Pig told Poti by Shawn that he is 
leaving now as he can't help him anymore.  

 

Poti by Shawn tried opening the house door but it is locked. Poti by Shawn 
is finding a way to open the door but suddenly some sounds came and he 
got scared. He hid behind the tree. He saw Bule coming out of the house. 
Bule said that Mr. Meat caught Gule and brought him to this house and 
took him upstairs. Bule and Poti by Shawn went upstairs to find Gule. They 
saw Mr. Meat upstairs but it is good that Mr. Meat has not seen them. Poti 
by Shawn did not stop talking and Mr. Meat heard him. Mr. Meat ran after 
them. They hid in the cabin. Mr. Meat went to find them in the Jungle. Bule 
told Poti by Shawn that Mr. Meat has left and let us find the Gule.  

 

Poti by Shawn stayed downstairs to look out and Bule went upstairs to find 
Gule. After waiting for some time, Poti by Shawn went upstairs to help Bule 
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find Gule. While going up, Poti by Shawn saw Mr. Meat coming back. He 
immediately ran up to warn Bule. Bule found Gule and tried to wake him 
up. Guy got up and Bule asked if he is ok. Gule said I am ok. Poti by 
Shawn met them and informed them that Mr. Meat is coming back. They 
thought if they team up it will be easy for them to fight Mr. Meat. 

 

They all hid in different places and were waiting for Mr. Meat. As soon as 
Mr. Meat came, Gule and Poti by Shawn attacked Mr. Meat but Mr. Meat 
was very strong. He pushed Gule & Poti by Shawn away. Now, Bule came 
running towards Mr. Meat and sphered him. Mr. Meat fell. Together they 
tied Mr. Meat and started beating him. After some time, they warned Mr. 
Meat not to kidnap anyone or hit anyone. Mr. Meat agreed and let them go 
to their houses. 
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Chapter 7 

Granny's Birthday 

Gule, Bule & Poti by Shawn is trying to fix the broken things in the house. 
Gule & Bule told Poti by Shawn that you leave this fixing, and we will find 
someone to come in the morning for the repairing. But Poti by Shawn 
thinks that he can fix the broken things but Bule does not believe him and 
Poti by Shawn is not at all perfect in any work. They were all busy fixing 
things when they sale Rod coming towards their house with a cake in his 
hand. 

 

They asked Rod for whom you have brought a cake??? Gule, Bule & Poti 
by Shawn started discussing that the game is for them but Rod said it is not 
for them. The cake is for Granny and needs to be delivered before 
midnight. Rod asked for the car as Rod's car broke down and Rod will 
return the car as soon as Granny's birthday ends.  

 

Poti by Shawn fell from the ladder while working. Rod is requesting Gule & 
Bule to come with him for the delivery as if he drives, he needs someone to 
hold the cake but Gule & Bule saw feet coming out of the cake. Gule & 
Bule denied going to Granny's house. After a lot of discussions, Gule & 
Bule agreed to go with Rod for cake delivery.  

 

Rod, Gule & Bule took the car and went to Granny's House. When they 
reached Granny's house, the road was blocked. Bule told Rod to take the 
cake by walking as they are unable to take the car further. Rod told them to 
wait but Gule & Bule said it is not safe for them to stay there. They will 
come back after 1 hour to pick up Rod. Rod did not like it and walked away 
without saying anything. Gule & Bule took the car and was on their way to 
back home. They reached home. Bule went inside the house to find Poti by 
Shawn but he was not there. They were discussing where is Poti Shawn.  
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Gule remembered about the cake Rod had. The cake had feet coming out 
of the cake. They started discussing with each other that it is almost noon-
midnight and granny will cut her cake. She will also cut Poti by Shawn with 
the cake. We need to hurry up and save Poti by Shawn. They reached 
Granny's house. Gule told Bule to wait in the car and that he will go and 
look for Poti by Shawn. As soon as he came near to Granny's house, he 
saw various bad people like Doctor, Killer Pig, etc…entering Granny's 
house.  

 

Gule entered Granny's house and started searching for the Poti by Shawn. 
While going upstairs, Gule heard the noise of a door opening. It was the 
Evil Nun who came out of the room but did not see Gule. Gule went into 
that room but it was a toilet and did not find anything. A guy came out and 
started looking for Poti by Shawn in other rooms. He found cake in one of 
the rooms and took out Poti by Shawn from that cake. Poti by Shawn still 
fainted. Gule tried taking Poti by Shawn out of the house but Grandpa 
came from the main door.  

 

Grandpa saw Gule and followed him. Gule tried escaping from the house. 
When he reached and opened the main good, Granny was opposite the 
main door and smashed Gule on the head with the bat. Blue is waiting for 
the Gule to come out but it was very late till he went inside. Bule went near 
Granny's house and heard Grandpa & Granny talking about what to do with 
Poti by Shawn & Gule. 

 

Bule came near to the house and saw that Doctor, Granny, Killer Pig, 
etc…is discussing what to do with Gule & Poti by Shawn. Doctor & Killer 
Pig started fighting over who will kill Gule. Granny said, I have caught them 
both and I will only kill them.  

 

Granny & Grandpa came upstairs for the cake as it is about to get to 
midnight. They came into the room where the cake is and found that the 
cake is on the floor with a hole in the center in it. In the meantime, Rod, 
Doctor & Killer Pig came upstairs to celebrate Granny's Birthday. Grandpa 
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asked who ate Granny's cake. They were all blaming each other. After 
some time, it was midnight and they started enjoying Granny's birthday.  

 

In the meantime, since all were very busy with a birthday celebration, Bule 
started searching for the Gule & Poti by Shawn. Bule found the room where 
all the bad people were enjoying the cake. He waved at the Rod and told 
him to come near for a talk. Rod said it is not safe to talk over here, let us 
go down and talk as Killer Pig is watching Rod. He found that Rod and Bule 
went downstairs to talk. Killer Pig told everyone else what happened but no 
one believed him. Grandpa told Killer Pig that he trusts Rod. But he also 
told Doctor to go downstairs and check what is happening.  

 

The doctor came down and saw Rod talking with someone. As soon as he 
came near to Rod, Rod told Bule to go and hide somewhere. In the 
meantime, Killer Pig also came and told Doctor to focus on the work. Killer 
Pig went upstairs to make a complaint about the doctor that he is not doing 
what you told him. The doctor followed Killer Pig. At the same time, Rod 
called Bule to come out. Rod told him that we have time to save Gule & 
Poti by Shawn.  

 

Killer Pig went to Grandpa and started complaining to the doctor that he is 
on a team with Rod and helping the others. Grandpa said that Granny is 
going to dance. Let's hurry up before Granny gets drunker and they all 
started dancing.  

 

Rod came back into the house and checked if anyone else is there. There 
is no one. Rod told Gule to come into the house. He also told that he needs 
to fight Evil Nun to rescue Gule & Poti by Shawn. Rod gave him the 
injection and told him to rescue them. While dancing, Granny fell off the 
stairs and Rod went to help her. Rod was trying to wake up her but maybe 
Granny has died.  
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Rod went upstairs and tried to inform others about what happened to 
Granny but no one listens and everyone is busy dancing. Rod now knew 
that it is the best time to save Bule, Gule & Poti by Shawn. He immediately 
downstairs to the basement. When Rod went downstairs, he saw Gule 
fainted on the floor. He saw someone in the corner. It was Bule who gave 
the injection to Killer Nun. Rod went near Bule. Rod heard the sound of 
others coming down to the basement. There was no sign of Poti by Shawn. 
Rod told Bule to save Gule first before others come down but Bule is not 
happy saving Gule only. Bule told Road to take Gule out of the house and 
that he will go find Poti by Shawn. 

 

Everyone thinks that Rod has killed Granny and looking for him. While 
escaping, Killer Pig saw Rod taking away Gule. But the doctor does not 
believe his words. They both followed Rod outside the house. Rod put Gule 
in the car and came back. They both caught Rod and started beating him 
up till he fainted. Bule thought if they can do this to Rod, they will kill him. 

 

Grandpa came outside and hit Bule on his head. Grandpa saw the UFO 
coming from upstairs and he went inside to tell it but no other is there. Siren 
came out of the UFO and is a friend of Bule. He treated Bule and woke him 
up. Bule asked for Siren's help and Siren pushed down Grandpa. Grandpa 
told Bule & Siren not to go in the house otherwise they will both die. Bule 
said we need Poti by Shawn. Grandpa said only on one condition, you first 
wake up Granny then only you can take back Poti by Shawn. They agreed. 

 

Siren tried waking up Granny but it is very difficult. Bule told Grandpa that 
we need some time and to bring the Poti by Shawn in the meantime. 
Grandpa is looking for Poti by Shawn in the basement but is not able to find 
him. After some time, he managed to find Poti by Shawn but Poti by Shawn 
ran away immediately once he saw the grandpa. Siren has failed to wake 
up Granny and Grandpa is very angry with them. They are finding ways to 
wake up Granny. 
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Suddenly, Gule shows us, Baba. As soon as Grandpa saw Baba, He ran 
away. Gule told them that Doctor & Killer Pig took him in the car but he 
woke up and went to Baba. Grandpa ran inside the house because he was 
scared of Baba. Grandpa attached Baba but Baba beat Grandpa. Bule told 
others that Grandpa helped him find Poti through Shawn. Baba told them to 
bring the Granny to his house for treatment.  

 

Baba went to look for a car for taking Grandpa and Granny to his house for 
the treatment. Doctor and Killer Pig came back to the house for killing 
everyone else. The doctor ran away but Killer Pig stayed. Baba Sphered 
Killer Pig and he was out cold.  


